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Knowledge of a foreign language is very important. So, according to 

students, factors such as communication and the ability to use innovative 

technologies are the key to successful work, which, in their opinion, opens the way 

to future career growth. Therefore, it is impossible to overestimate the 

informational, socially and spiritually formative opportunities that open up in 

English lessons in schools and universities. The correct selection of topics and the 

choice of a suitable methodology allows for scientific and pedagogical, socially 

educational and general developmental impact on the personality of schoolchildren 

and students. After analyzing the above, we have identified three main reasons for 

knowing the English language: 

 English broadens the horizons of the future specialist. Performs a cognitive 

function. 

 English helps to increase the communication skills of the future specialist. 
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 In the process of learning English, the upbringing and formation of the 

personality and professional qualities of the future specialist takes place. 

And now let's take a closer look at each aspect. Let's turn to the first reason. 

Higher education gives a person not only narrow knowledge of his specification, 

but allows him to develop comprehensively. An integral part of this learning 

process is the study of the English language. 

 In training, the future specialist receives not only knowledge of grammar and 

vocabulary of the language, but also the history of his education, culture and values 

of the people native speaker of the given language. A future specialist can get 

acquainted with the specifics of the educational process abroad and learn 

something new that is important for himself and for his career. We can say with 

confidence that in the field of innovative technologies and knowledge, proficiency 

in English can provide a student with a tremendous research resource. First of all, 

this is a special terminology, mastering which will allow students to read original 

technical literature, the alternative to which is often simply not there. You need to 

understand that English words are extremely polysemantic.  

The simplest and most familiar vocabulary in technical English means 

something different. Sometimes this meaning can be guessed, knowing General 

English, and sometimes it is impossible to guess. For example, the well-known 

word table, meaning “table”. Those who are more advanced in English will 

remember the meaning of “timetable”. In the technical literature, the same can be 

called a roller conveyor, faceplate, plotter or groundwater level. The word build 

can mean a vertical seam in the masonry, and leader can mean a duct in an air 

heating system. I think there are enough examples to understand that technical 

students will have to face a completely different side of the English language. 

It is assumed that a good modern specialist is a person who speaks English at a 

level that allows him to read special literature. It also implies self-study, self-

education of students, knowledge of the English language helps to open another 

accessible way of self-study. This is the cognitive function of the English language 

as well as one of the main reasons for learning the language. 
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Now you can move on to the second aspect. If we turn to the dictionary, then 

Communication skills - the ability to communicate, to establish connections, 

contacts. ... Communication skills are one of the defining skills of successful social 

interaction, affecting both professional and personal relationships. Sociability is 

one of the most important personal qualities in professions that involve active 

communication with other people. 

 English is very important for communication in niche days since English is the 

third most common (as a mother tongue) in the world after Chinese, and Spanish - 

322 million people speak it; second in total number of speakers; is the second 

language for 180 million people. English is one of the six official languages of the 

United Nations. In total, there are 6 thousand “living” languages in the world. The 

twenty-first century is called the century of globalization of the whole world and 

this is justified by the fact that there is a cooperation of companies from different 

countries in all areas of the economy. And the construction industry as well. For 

example, domestic builders and developers have long been cramped in Russia. 

Implementing large-scale Russian projects, some players in the real estate market 

have simultaneously been developing not only the CIS countries, but also far 

abroad countries for a number of years.  

For the effective performance of a specialist in his professional activity, he 

must be developed as a person, he must have developed social qualities, the ability 

to resolve conflicts, independently and in a group to solve problems arising in the 

professional and social sphere. I also think that in the formed personality of a 

future specialist, it is necessary to understand his civic and professional duty to 

society, colleagues, and employer. It is the formation of such a specialist who has 

moral, social and professional values that takes place in the process of teaching the 

English language.  

Since the rapprochement with another mentality with the way of life of another 

people, the social and political structure of another state forms in future specialists 

the skills and abilities of analyzing the comparison of forecasting also fosters 

openness to interpersonal communication. Involvement in the life situation, 
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interests and problems of peers abroad facilitates the process of one's own target 

and moral orientation in modern society and makes a significant contribution to the 

formation of purposefulness, independence, self-confidence, and the need for self-

improvement. The potential of the upbringing and educational activities of the 

foreign language discipline in the formation of the personality of a future specialist 

lies in the content of the discipline itself. 

 The purpose of teaching the English language is to develop the skills and 

abilities of reading and understanding literature in English in the specialty of a 

wide profile and its reproduction in oral and written form. In addition, talk about 

the formation and skills of communication with their colleagues in English in 

different situations. For example, in the study program there is a section "My 

future profession." When studying this section, professional orientation occurs, a 

student's understanding of his profession is formed, an awareness of its importance 

for himself and society as a whole. English engineer reading. 

I believe that English as a discipline at a university helps me and my classmates 

expand our horizons, through the development of a foreign culture, we realize the 

value of our own, and of course, as literate people, we bring something important 

new useful into our life. It is through traditions, customs, knowledge about the 

daily life of foreign people that we can create a holistic picture of the world and 

our own perception of knowledge. 
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